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The Tremont Entrance, today called Evans Way, adjoins the Gardner
Museum. It was originaly planned as the beginning of the parkway system. A
parkway was designed to extend over Parker Hill through a planned park on
that elevation and down to Jamaica Pond. Expensive land prices scuttled the
plan. On December 30, 1887, the Boston Park Commission voted on a continuous
parkway from the Fens to Franklin Park using the Muddy River Valley. The
Tremont Entrance was completed as planned in 1893 to Huntington Avenue. It
served as an entrance from Tremont Street and the Mission Hill neighborhood.

The Muddy River , with its polluted water and flooding , brought as
many problems to Brookline as Stony Brook did to Boston. As a solution to
their common troubles, Brookline and Boston collaborated on the Riverway and
Leverett Park. The project was made possible by the Brookline Park Commission
Chairman, Charles Sprague Sargent.

Sargent, who was the first director of the Arnold Arboretum, and
served in this capacity for over fifty years, was also a friend and neighbor
of F.L. Olmsted. Upon assuming the newly formed position of chairman of the
Brookline Park Commission in 1830, Sargent turned to Olmsted to solve the
Muddy River problem. Olmsted submitted his first plan in 1882 and $40,000.
was appropriated to begin land taking. Over the next seven years, sufficient
land was purchased and the boundary line between Brookline and Boston was
redrawn to go down the middle of the new waterway. A revised plan was
submitted, based on the actual amount of land purchased, to the Town of
Brookline on January 28, 1890. Work commenced in the spring of 1890.

The original Muddy River Channel was completely rebuilt from the
meandering stream it once was. An 1873 Boston Atlas shows the Muddy River
once winding through what is today Temple Israel, Wheelock College and
Simmons, and exiting to the Charles River through present-day Queensbury
Street.

In February, 1886, Stony Brook flooded 63 acres of lower Roxbury
causing extensive damage and posing serious health problems. The flooding
proved that the old Stony Brook Conduit of 1881 was far too small.

In 1887 a twelve by twelve foot channel was built, going directly
from Roxbury Crossing to the Back Bay Fens. The sole purpose for this channel
was the prevention of upstream flooding and no provision was made for foul
flow. The work at the Fens was completed in 1889.

The widening and extension of Columbus Avenue and the extensive
rebuilding of the Boston and Providence Railroad, beginning in the mid 1890's,
spurred more action to sufficiently control Stony Brook. In 1896, work began
on a newer and much larger conduit in lower Roxbury called the Commissioners
Channel. The conduit stopped at Huntington Avenue in 1897 since flood control
was still the primary concern. Pollution of the Fens from sewage in the
channel became a serious problem for the Park Department and dredging was
carried out in 1898. The sludge deposits and the odor from the Fens prompted
more action and finally in September of 1903, a foul flow channel was begun
from Huntington Avenue to the Charles River. This was an extension of the
1897 Commissioners Channel. A new gatehouse was built in 1904 to control foul
flow and the original Richardson gatehouse was moved under a new substructure
with wider gates. Unfortunately the state legislature vetoed a plan for a
separate system for foul and clean water flow and for a larger foul flow
channel; the state wanted to keep the Harbor water as pure as possible. As a
result only a seven by seven foot foul flow channel was built under the new
gatehouse, despite objections by the chief engineer of the Sewer Division.
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The project took five years and caused the digging of vast trenches
down Huntington Avenue Entrance and out the Charles River. Over 100,000 cubic
yards of sludge was dug out of the Fens by the Park Department using a unique
hydraulic barge which carried the waste out to sea. Failure to build a
segregated sewer system in 1904 has resulted in sanitary problems for the Fens.

Misuse and overloading had caused problems almost from the beginning
for the tide and flood control system carefully worked out by Olmsted and the
city engineer. When the Charles River dam was completed in 1910, the water
flowing into the Fens from the Charles was fresh instead of salt, thus
rendering the entire design obsolete. The dam kept the Charles River Basin at
a constant level of fresh water and the tides no longer washed up the Fens and
filled in the marshes. The marshes were no longer needed and soon the salt
water grasses, trees, and shrubs began to die out. As the marshes were filled
in, fresh water plantations were added although original willows can still be
seen.

The three large marshes in the southern half of the Fens, just below
Agassiz Road, were filled in stages, just prior to and after the First World
War. An athletic field was filled in 1912 on the site of the present Roberto
Clemente Field and landscaped between 1925 and 1928.

The Western side of the parkland, or, as Olmsted referred to the
banks of the marshland, the Fenside, has been changed beyond recognition from
its original appearance.

In 1911 the eleven acre site of the present Victory Gardens began to
be filled in order to build a recreation field. As money became available
during the teens of the 20th century, the flats were filled in by the Park
Department, shaping the land mass which is more or less evident today. The
Back Bay Fens was completed in 1893 at a cost of $18,000,000. However, in the
years that followed many changes took place, leaving behind little of
Olmsted's original design.

In 1904, Harvard Medical School chose a site on Longwood Avenue for
its new school and it proposed a realignment of the roadway to the Fens to
accomodate the site. This was agreed upon by the Park Department and the City
Street Department. The aptly named Avenue Louis Pasteur was built in 1906.

Other changes were more disruptive. The actual site of the infamous
Sears parking lot was a lovely lagoon crossed by a handsome stone bridge which
carried the parkway to Park Drive. Both bridge and lagoon were plowed under
in 1958-1959.

The construction of Boston State College's new building blocks
forever the Tremont Street/Mission Hill connection and isolates the
entranceway into an island. Moreover, the enormous height of the Boston State
building is a visual intrusion and ruins an otherwise fine view from the
Boylston Street Bridge of unobstructed greenspace.

The largest intrusion into the Back Bay Fens was the Bowker
Overpass, connecting the Fens with Storrow Drive. The Bowker construction
amputated the Boylston Street Bridge, obliterating the original Olmsted
landscaping of Charlesgate. Bowker Bridge construction also destroyed the
wall of a metal bridge which carried Audobon Road (now Park Drive) over
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the Boston and Albany Railroad. This bridge had been built in 1893 from
Richardson's plans of a decade earlier. Olmsted himself requested the plate
girder deck bridge over the railroad and Richardson designed it in crisp,
clean lines with only slight ornamentation. The metal truss bridge was
essentially a wide break in the stone wall which continued the sweep of the
Boylston Street Bridge around to Commonwealth Avenue, almost to the Hotel
Somerset. The railroad bridge was demolished in 1964 for the Massachusetts
Turnpike Extension. All that remains today is the massive central masonry
support.

In 1982 major changes were again introduced to the Back Bay Fens:

Agassiz Road was narrowed and a new curb and sidwalk installed.

The rotary at the Westland Avenue Entrance was removed, changing
the pattern of traffic and returning some land to park use.

The southern portion of The Fenway was narrowed. New walks, curbs
and trees were added.

The Boylston Street intersection was entirely rebuilt. In addition
to the relocation of the John Boyle O'Reilly statue, new walks were
installed and The Fenway widened.

Boylston Street has also been widened, the median strip removed and
a new traffic pattern to the Bowker Overpass put into effect.

At Fenway West a residential parking lane was created out of the west
lane of the 1925 roadway. Park land was added at the gas station, at
the corner of Boylston Street and The Fenway.

Residential parking was also added in the Fenway Southwest section.
Here a grade change of traffic lanes also occurred.
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3.4 The Back Bay Fens as City Planning

One of the main groups lobbying for the Fens construction was
composed of landowners and speculators wishing to protect their investment in
the Back Bay development and exploit its grand success. Landowners demanded
that boundary roads, facing private lots, be built by the Parks Department.
These roads insured access to the property which began to be built upon in
1892. Land values had begun to rise as early as 1882 due to the control of
the Stony Brook and marsh.

Unlike the Back Bay, the Fens could not simply be filled over. The
great flow of water from Stony Brook made this impossible. Olmsted's
brilliant solution permitted the growth of Boston around the Fens.

By keeping architecture to a minimum and providing for only passive
recreation the Fens remained a large green for the residential blocks which
surrounded it. Such a layout allowed a maximum number of people to enjoy a
park of minimal space.

Boundary roads that reached house lots were segregated by Olmsted
into residential and park roads so that visitors could get the most out of
their park. The several entrances, which reached out like arms to main public
throughways, provided easy access to the park. Without these entrances the
park would have been completely surrounded by private property.

The entranceways became even more utilitarian when streetcar lines
began operating along Huntington Avenue and Brookline Avenue. For years the
Park Commissioners wisely resisted attempts to put a streetcar line through
the park along Boylston Street. This issue was resolved with the construction
of the Boylston Street subway in 1912. This line goes under the watercourse
at Charlesgate, midway between Commonwealth Avenue and the Boylston Street
Bridge, and is 100 feet below ground.

Because the Fens is flat Olmsted had to use two design techniques.
He moved Agassiz Road somewhat south of the Westland Avenue entrance to
prevent the Avenue from becoming a high speed throughway bisecting the Fens.
He also placed Boylston Street as far downstream as possible, creating a
gentle curve in the road before it crosses the Bridge.

Development of residential Back Bay insured that the Fens would also
remain residential. The earliest house built in the Fens was a grand
structure near the Westland Avenue Gates: number 48, The Fenway. Constructed
in 1892, it was designed by Arthur Darrell. Number 22 was built by and for
the noted architect and Park Commissioner Robert S. Peabody in 1900. Robert
Treat Paine built a townhouse for himself at number one Queensbury Street at
Park Drive. It was completed in 1901. The building's massive brick circular
bay faces the Agassiz Bridge and makes for one of the most distinctive houses
in the Fens. This western side of the park was developed much later and for
years the Paine House was the only structure on that side.

The Back Bay Fens was so attractive that it invited institutions to
build near it. In 1899, the Massachusetts Historical Society Building,
designed by Edmund Wheelwright, was built at 1154 Boylston Street across from
the O'Reilly Memorial.
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Fenway.
In 1901 the Boston Medical Library was built at number eight the

This building is now The Boston Conservatory of Music.

Robert Peabody designed the first building of Simmons College, built
in 1902 on a large tract of land near the Gardner Museum; later additions came
in 1916. Emmanuel College was built in 1914 across from the Longwood Entrance.

The most famous house of the Fenway, bUilt in Fenway Court between
1899 and 1903, was Isabella Stewart Gardner's. Interestingly, it was her
husband who urged that they move out of their crowded Beacon Street home to
the new land of the Fenway. After Jack Gardner died in 1898, Mrs. Jack
purchased the corner lot at the Tremont Street entrance. A familiar sight
from the Fens is the enormous "Y" formed by brick chimneys on the Fenway
facade of the Museum. When a new fireplace was added to the Raphael Room in
1914, Mrs. Jack had the masons form the chimneys into the shape of a "Y" which
is the first initial of Isabella in Spanish.

In 1905, negotiations took place between the trustees of the Museum
of Fine Arts and the Park Department for a transfer of park land to the
museum. The trustees wanted a rectangular lot which was made when the
Huntington Avenue Entrance was rebuilt in 1907.

The great institutional crush on the Fens was probably inevitable,
given the vast amount of land now opened for building after the flooding and
pollution problems Were solved by Olmsted.

The Back Bay Fens is important for its great influence on the growth
of Boston. The park's significance belies its size. Part of the significance
of the Back Bay Fens is that it is an example of city planning on a par with
the Back Bay plan of Arthur Gilmore. As Louis Mumford wrote in 1969:

"It is impossible to write a history of city design
or landscape architecture in the United States without
reference to the Back Bay area".
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4.0 ECONOMIC STATUS

4.1 Current Assessed Value and Property Tax

Total: $81,998,504
Annual Taxes : The Back Bay Fens are tax exempt, Class E.

4.2 Current Ownership and Status:

According to Assessor's Records, the Back Bay Fens are owned by the
City of Boston.

In 1956, the City of Boston's Parks and Recreation Department
transferred to the Metropolitan District Commission the "care,
control and maintenance" of the public ways and parkways ( or
portions thereof) of the following:

a.) The Fenway
b.) that portion of Park Drive which lies between Audobon Circle

and Boylston Street
c.) that portion of Boylston Street which lies between its junction

with IpSWich Street near Park Drive and Hemenway
d.) Charlesgate West
e.) Charlegate East
f.) Agassiz Road

"For the sake of definiteness, such transfer is hereby further
declared to include:

a.) all roadways within the limits of the public ways and parkways
(or portions thereof) of the above mentioned.

b.) all walks and paths along, and approximately level with,
every such roadway, if within twenty-five feet thereof, whether
or not constructed as a sidewalk, an

c.) all lands lying between such roadways or between such walks
or paths and such roadways, irrespective of the size, shape
or purpose thereof, but excluding all monuments and other
memorials subject to the supervision of the Art Commission
of the City of Boston.

Likewise for the sake of definiteness, such transfer is hereby
also declared to include all signals and other devices (except
parking meters) for the control of traffic on the public ways
and parkways ( or portions thereof) to which this communication
relates, all traffic signs thereon (whether directional or
regulatory), all trees and plantings on lands herein declared
to be included in such transfer, an all street lights as well
as catch basins and drains servicing the public ways and
parkways ( or portions thereof) as mentioned."
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5.1 Planning Issues

The Back Bay Fens is one of the largest open spaces in the City
of Boston and is an important facility and resource for the City
and for the adjacent neighborhoods of the Fenway, Back Bay and
Mission Hill. Planning issues for the park are numerous. They
include, among others, management and also the conflict of use
of recreational areas. A Master Plan, prepared in 1977 for the
Department of Public Facilities by Carol Johnson Associates,
addresses the park planning issues and design solutions in considerable
detail.

Due to Proposition 2 and 1/2 and Federal cutbacks local and federal
funding for capital improvements, as recommended by the Metropolitan
District Commission Environmental Planning Department and the Metcalf
and Eddy Combined Sewer Overflow Plan for Stony Brook, is currently
unavailable. .

Targeted community interest in other significant historic open spaces
have been effective. Citizen advocacy groups, dedicated to the preser
vation of the park, could be modelled after successful organizations
such as the Massachusetts Association for Olmsted Parks, Friends of
the Public Garden and the Franklin Park Coalition.
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6.0 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

6.1 Alternatives

The Boston Landmarks Commission may choose to designate the Back Bay
Fens as a Landmark, a part of a Landmark District or an Architectural
Conservation District. However, the nature of the property and its
significance, which is demonstrated by its inclusion in a National
Register Historic District, indicate that designation as a Landmark
would be appropriate.

In spite of its clear e1igibi1ty for designation, the Commission
may also choose not to designate the property.

6.2 Impact of Alternatives

Designation of the Fens would serve at least two purposes: it
would bring added recognition and p~b1ic attention to the park,
and it would give the Landmarks Commission a role in protecting
and determining the property's future.

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The staff of the Boston Landmarks Commission recommended that
Back Bay Fens be designated as a Landmark under Chapter 772 of
the Acts of 1975, as amended.

The Standards and Criteria recommended for administering the
regulatory functions provided for in Chapter 772, as amended,
are attached.
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